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Commodore’s Report
By Rob Sonz
A new year ahead…
What a wonderful year
2016 will be for all members
of Little Ships Fleet Yacht
Club. I welcome everyone to
join your fellow members and
participate in our many fun
activities on Sea and on
Land. Our club is unique on its appeal to Sailors of different backgrounds and talents. We have a core group
of seasoned veteran sailors who race their sailboats on
the many ASPBYC events offered in the Long Beach
area for the entire year.
Some of these skippers are looking for Crew to join
them. Some of our members enjoy cruising to harbors
along the West Coast and into Mexico. Some of our
members are new to the “Sailing Game”; they want to
learn how to handle a sailboat out in the Ocean in a
safe and responsible manner. Their goal is to gather
enough experience by learning from others, so that at
a future time, they can be Captain of their own watercraft and Skipper their future voyages.
I have been sailing since I was six years old on Barnegat Bay at the New Jersey Shore. My first sailboat
was a Moth. Constructed of marine plywood and
something I don’t think I could even step into today.
Over time I sailed a wide variety of small dingy craft
that are not common here on the west coast : Sunfish,
GP -14, Flying Scott, 420’s, Sneak Box, M-Scow, EScow, 470’s and Flying Dutchman.

beam reach with only a Main (full batten) and
Spinnaker for power.
Unlike the deep Ocean we sail here, Barnegat
Bay could get shallow in some locations around
the many small islands. You haven’t experienced
the unexpected till you are going a good 12 knots
and one of your hulls hits bottom! Your boat goes
into a “Pitch Pole” maneuver, whereby, both skipper and crew are shot into the air, or , mast if you
are still snapped into your trapeze diaper-harness.
When I was in College, I began to sail on larger
vessels. On a few occasions, I raced the US Naval Academy’s 44’ Luders Yawls in Annapolis MD.
Team work is critical to make this sailboat perform
properly. Sailing on Chesapeake Bay is a good
lesson on “what can happen before you know it”.
Weather conditions can change rather quickly. I
was lucky enough to have local sailors on board
with me to explain what can happen before it did
occur.
Once I moved out here to Southern California in
the early 80’s, I met many experienced sailors
here at LSFYC, just like the ones I knew back
East. Now, as the proud owner of a Cal-20, Ripken, I look forward to passing on the many good
experiences I have learned on the water to other
novice sailors.
Please join me this year on the water for many
adventures that have yet to come!
“Wind is to us what money is to life on Shore.”

My favorite boat was a P-Cat (Pacific Catamaran). I
also sailed and raced Hobie-16 and Lasers too. But,
nothing compared to having skipper and crew hanging
out on a double trapeze racing across the bay on a
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Sterling Hayden

Vice Commodore’s Report
By Dick O’Reilly
I want to thank the LSFYC members for giving me the opportunity to join
the rank of flag officer after many years serving as a Director of LSFYC. Directors play an important mostly behind-the-scenes role in a yacht club and
it is an excellent way to serve the club. But the flag officers serve as the
face of our club, led this year by Commodore Rob Sonz.
I've been a sailor for more than 50 years, starting out in Denver with a
Lehman 12 dinghy, in which I took my infant daughter on her first sail...in
her infant seat wrapped with an orange life preserver. (Don't let the Coast Guard know.) It was
more than 30 years after that before I joined a yacht club, which was Little Ships Fleet Yacht Club.
I'm still here and I couldn't have made a better choice.
Yacht clubs have a long and honored tradition, in all nations, which defines structure, roles, and
to a certain extent activities. It doesn't matter if they have fine facilities and a wealthy membership
owning large, expensive yachts, or they merely have a leased storage shed (or even no facility at
all); they all recognize and respect each other as fellow yacht persons...be they old salts who have
ventured to distant ports or newcomers still struggling to back the trailer of their 14-foot runabout
straight down the launch ramp.
We are a pretty informal club, but we do adhere to the traditional structure, which Commodore
Rob Sonz explained so well in Three Sheets last year that I'll copy his words again this year:
Why we all joined LSFYC...
By the way, all this will come at a small price…your interest and, hopefully, your participation. After all, this is why you (and I) have joined the club...to be involved with a group sharing a common
interest and to have fun doing it. Perhaps the biggest benefit of your membership is that of simply
being with the other members who not only share the similar interest, but possess similar qualities
as well. One of these qualities, the common thread that ties us all together, is that of success…
success in work, success in family, success in life!
But it’s time for us to share the fun! The club requires many tasks to keep the machine rolling
month after month and your involvement would certainly ease the load. We can use your help!
LSFYC is for everybody...
While promotion of the club’s social programs are in mind, it is also understood that the majority
of the membership consists of sailors whose interests and involvement lay solely in the harbor’s
racing activities and perhaps consider LSFYC social activities with lesser interest. This is fine, as
these members represent the heart and soul of small clubs such as ours and do much to promote
racing in the So. Cal area. However, we will continue to invite all LSFYC members, racers and
cruisers, to the club events as they occur and hope you all join us for 2016.
2016 Officer Installation Dinner and General Membership meeting
Our next General Membership Meeting will be on Friday, January 22, beginning at 6:30 PM
for attitude adjustment, dinner and ceremony, at Mimi’s Cafe, 6670 E. Pacific Coast Hwy, Long
Beach, CA, 90803. This will be the meeting to install the LSFYC Officers for 2016. I suggest that
this be an opportunity for you and family to meet your fellow members and the Officers, and become more involved in the operations of our club. See you then!
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Jr. S/Commodore’s Report
By Pax Starksen

Ahoy, Little Shippers;
Happy New Year to all!
This year, 2016, we begin our 79th year as a Yacht Club, and
I wish to thank the many members and Officers who have
made my tenure for the last two years as your Commodore a
rewarding pleasure.
I particularly want to thank Staff Commodore Tom Cornelius for his guidance,
Commodore Rob Sonz for his help in organizing and facilitating all the meetings,
and Port Captain Larry Finley for making our race parties a success, and organizing
our cruises. A big thanks goes to our very reliable Treasurer and Secretary Dick
Martin, who keeps us all in check, and another big thanks goes to S/C Frank
Franco, for re-designing and updating our website, while publishing our newsletter,
Three Sheets in the Wind every month. Finally, thanks to Staff Commodore Ben
Smith and Fleet Captain Geoff Vanden Huevel for keeping our racing program on
an even keel, and Director Dave Haas for providing a conference room for our Board
Meetings and being our Membership Chair. Ben Smith will also be our new webmaster, a daunting task, indeed!
It's now my pleasure to turn over the tiller to your new Commodore, Rob Sonz, and
the new 2016 Bridge Officers and Board of Directors (Please visit our new website to
see all the officers and Directors). I particularly want to welcome some new faces;
Directors Todd Smith and Rob West!
Thank you all for your loyal membership, and don't forget to get your 2016 dues in
promptly.
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Fleet Captain’s Report
By Geoffrey Vanden Heuvel
Let’s get ready to race…
Beginning in April of 2016, the Long Beach Harbor Series begins with
Race #1 hosted by SYC. Although many LSFYC members turn out for the
Series , we want to see an even greater representation of the club not only
in the LBHS races but the many other races occurring in the harbor
throughout the year. See the LSFYC website for the Calendar of LBHS
races and the ASPBYC racing schedule.
Race Committee crew and boats
Although not until June & July, we need to assemble race committees (and boats!) for the two
LSFYC hosted races, and it would be very nice to have a few members step forward to volunteer
their time to help us with our club responsibilities. For those of you who have not yet taken this opportunity, I can assure you that it is not only a very pleasant way to spend a few hours, but also a
great way to wrap your brain around the ritual that is part of the racing game. Our newer members
are always welcome too. You’ll see the sequence and meaning of the signals, the process of selecting and preparing the course, and the finishing and scoring process. It is also an opportunity to critique the performances of the competitors, and maybe spot a few good or bad ideas. There is also
opportunity to crew on the other LBHS RC boats.
If any of you would like to help out, or simply have some questions about becoming involved in
racing, such as crewing, please see the LSFYC website for contact.

Port Captain’s Report
By Larry Finley
Let’s get ready to party…
Preparing the for a LSFYC event takes a little bit of effort, but it’s fun and
satisfying to know that the effort will be appreciated by all when it’s over and
done. So, if you would like to take part in preparing for an after race dock
party, LSFYC Opening Day or a Club Cruise, your help is certainly needed.
Any level of involvement will be appreciated. Please email me via the
LSFYC website..
The LSFYC shed
The shed is used to store race gear, refrigerator, BBQ, serving utensils, tables & chairs , etc. We
could use some of your help in sorting and rearranging these items in a more orderly fashion.
Please email me for more information.
LSFYC Cruises survey
The LSFYC Cruises usually depart to the Catalina Isthmas each year and while the location is
always a great place, we would like to find a location that might be better suited to the desires of the
membership. Consequently, stay tuned for a survey of the membership to appear on the LSFYC
website to find where you would like to cruise to.
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Treasurer’s Report
By Dick Martin
Dues are due
Yes, it’s that time again…the LSFYC MEMBERSHIP DUES are due for
2016. Your past membership has been greatly appreciated and will certainly
be so for this new year.
To ensure that you will be listed on the 2016 LSFYC Membership Roster,
please send your check for $125.00 to:
3585 Tacoma Ave., Los Angeles, Cal 90065.
To be sure the Roster will list your current information, please indicate current address, E-mail
address, phone numbers, spouse name, boat type and name, slip location, and indicate if you are
looking for crew or want to crew. Thank you.
Also, if you have some accounting background or interest and want to be more involved with the
club’s operation, I am looking for someone to help with the Treasurer’s duties with the possibility of
leading up to replacing me in the future. If so interested, please email me via the LSFYC website.
———————————————————————————————————————————

Webmaster’s Report
By S/C Ben Smith
The LSFYC website ...
is one of the few avenues of communication provided for members and
those other folks looking for information regarding the club races and activities. We welcome any suggestions, photos or items to add to the site.
One capability of the site is to add videos and a Blog section to share
comments and suggestions. Please send any comments to email on the
website.
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News & Views
By S/C Frank Franco
2015 accomplishments
Currently, it is a continuous challenge for the
smaller YCs to operate/
survive in So Cal and
LSFYC has met that challenge for 2014 thanks to the tremendous individual efforts of the LSFYC Board. Being a volunteer organization always means somebody
works harder than somebody else to make
things happen. The core group of LSFYC (the
Board!) has performed efficiently time and time
again to allow LSFYC to stay on the map. These
combined efforts are recognized and certainly
appreciated by all. Having walked this road myself some time ago, I am aware that the reward
of performing a individual task comes from the
satisfaction of knowing that the task was successfully completed. Achieving and enjoying
success is a part of our personal lives and the
desire to incorporate this into the club's operation has been and always will be a feature to allow LSFYC to operate successfully into the future.

New LSFYC member…
We welcome a new member to LSFYC. Mr.
Stan Ou, who lives in Cypress. Stan has
sailed on a Catalina 30 and has joined to be
more involved in sailing on other boats. He is
also interested in racing and would certainly be
interested in crewing on one of the Harbor
races. See the LSFYC 2016 Roster for his
contact information to invite him to join you.

I am looking for member contributions to the
newsletter to include personal experiences, stories, jokes, etc. We want to hear from you and
read about what you can share with us. We want
to reveal the Hemingway in you, so be creative
in your submissions.
The newsletter is for you and the member’s
enjoyment as well as information regarding the
club and the ongoing activities.
Please send all items to my email contact on
the LSFYC website.
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Stan Ou with daughter Helena at the LSFYC Holiday
Breakfast
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Member News
By S/C Nate Tucker
A Long
Short sweptback spreaders kept it from ballooning
like a spinnaker. It didn’t take a Sherlock (or
Day’s Adventure
Monday morning I even a sail maker) to tell it was old; you just
was up at around had to look at the badly faded sail numbers to
5:30, made break- know this was an old sail.
fast, threw some
We decided on a course that would take
stuff in an AWOL bag for an overnight cruise to us around the south end of Anacapa and then
Santa Cruz Island, and headed for Moti we’d head for our anchorage, Smuggler’s
Cove on Santa Cruz. We figured we’d be at
Cohen’s house in Garden Grove.
To back up a bit, the night before, Sunday Smuggler’s by 4 p.m.
evening, Moti had told me that he and a friend of
his, Jim Douglas, had reserved a boat for Monday and Tuesday at Marina Sailing in Channel
Islands Harbor and were planning to sail over to
Santa Cruz Island just for the night. I said, “Just
the two of you?” and he said, “yeah, just the two
of us.” I said, “Want a third guy?” He said “Sure,
why not?” Yada, yada, yada – more details ensued.
Anyway, the three of us piled into Moti’s
truck and we took off for Oxnard, some two
hours north. The boat turned out to be Kari Lyn,
a Hunter 38. Mike, of Marina Sailing, gave us a
10 or 15-minute walk-through on the boat’s systems, etc. We checked out a few features, like
the anchor, the stove, the motor. All three of us
are experienced sailors; Moti and Jim are both
members of Marina Sailing and had chartered
with them before without significant problems.
So, after this brief “inspection”, all seemed in order. We schlepped our duffle and food supplies
to the boat, started the engine, a three cylinder
Yanmar diesel, and took off.

We were motor sailing with just the
main up as the wind had been light and fluky,
but when it settled into a light but steady westerly, I cut the engine and told the crew to unfurl
the jib. So out came the jib...part-way anyway.
This sail made the main look like new by comparison. The drum froze with the sail only
about three-quarters unfurled. Moti suggested
they just “unwrap” it by hand the rest of the
way. That way we could sail and he and Jim
could work on the drum. Wrestling that sail to
get it around the forestay is where the
“younger and stronger” came in.
We weren’t moving too fast, mainly due
to both sails being blown out and particularly
because the jib was not completely deployed
and was continually flogging. They also couldn’t get it hoisted all the way up. I suggested we
change course and head directly for Smuggler’s as time was going by and I wanted to get
anchored while there was still plenty of daylight. At this time of year the sun would be going down behind Santa Cruz around five. Also,
it was going to be cold with predicted temperatures dropping into the 40’s overnight. I restarted the engine and turned upwind directly
toward Smuggler’s Cove while the boys got the
jib about 90 percent rolled in. The other ten
percent continued to flog.

I graciously volunteered to take the wheel
in order to let the other two bigger, stronger and
younger guys just relax and handle the sails,
mooring lines, fenders and everything else. They
got the main up before we got out of the harbor.
I looked at that sail and thought “Oy vey, what a
piece of crap”. That was just the first of what
Within seconds, the mild westerly turned
turned out to be a series of disappointments, to into a 15 to 20 kt breeze right on our nose and
put it mildly.
I had to push the throttle forward to keep the
(con’t on next page)
The main was so old and blown out, the boat moving.
Three Sheets in the Wind
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Member News (con’t from page 7)

Jim, who had sailed to Santa Cruz a few times
told me this area was known as “windy lane”
and it would probably continue like this until we
were right into Smuggler’s Cove.
While I was processing that bit of intel, a
shrill whistling noise came out of the console
and the engine ground to a stop. Another “oy
vey” went through my mind. The noise indicated
a drop in oil pressure and/or insufficient cooling
water getting through resulting in engine overheating. After a quick pow-wow, we decided
discretion was the better part of valor, and we
turned back toward Channel Islands Harbor.
After about ten minutes on a broad reach, under main only and doing about six knots, we
tried the engine again. It started! We turned
around and headed back toward Smuggler’s
into a heavy headwind. Even with the engine at
about three-quarters power we could only make
about three knots of speed over ground.
With our destination still about 10 miles
away and straight into a heavy wind and chop,
at this speed and with an engine that had already overheated once, it was decided once
again to do another 180 and head for the barn.
As we approached Channel Islands harbor, Jim got on the phone and contacted Marina
Sailing and so we were met at the slip by a Marina Sailing rep who apologized for the problems we had and would arrange to give us twodays’ credit which we could use for a future outing.
I said nothing during this conversation, but
thought what a poor (*#@&) way to run a business. I should also mention that we had
checked to see if there was an inflatable dinghy
aboard – there wasn’t. If we had anchored and
dragged, and couldn’t start the engine, this
story would have had a vastly different ending.
It was late afternoon when we got our personal gear off the boat and put it back of Moti’s
truck and headed home. Moti knew of an Israeli restaurant in the Valley and would we like
to try it for dinner?
Sounded good to Jim and me.
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It was a great, if unusual, meal, during which
the three of us talked about the events of the
day and possible outcomes if we had not come
back in. We agreed that we had made the right
decision. Moti recounted the old saw: the difference between a wise guy and a smart guy is
that a wise guy may figure out how to get out
of trouble; a smart guy won’t get into trouble in
the first place.
I was back home in Costa Mesa by
around ten, but it sure seemed a lot later.
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Member Benefits ...

Club communications...

One of the benefits of membership in Little Ships Fleet YC
is reciprocal privileges with most other yacht clubs in the
So. Calif. area. This means that if you are traveling by sea
(or land) to any port where any of these clubs reside, you
may visit their facilities as a guest. Some clubs, upon advance contact and if available, can provide overnight dock
space. The following yacht clubs have extended such courtesies to LSFYC members.

LSFYC has 3 avenues of communication
to the members and the rest of the world.

D=GUEST DOCK SPACE B=BAR
Alamitos Bay Yacht Club-Long Beach-B & hoist
Anacapa Yacht Club-Oxnard-D,B
Bahia Corinthian Yacht Club-Corona Del Mar-B
Cabrillo Beach Yacht Club-San Pedro-D,B
California Yacht Club-Marina Del Rey-D,B

2. The LSFYC newsletter provides monthly
information from the club Staff and items
of interest exclusive to the membership.

1. The LSFYC website provides information
regarding the club activities, race results,
membership application, etc to interested
folks surfing the internet.

3. Email broadcasts to allow awareness of
upcoming member events and any recently
updated pertinent information

Cerritos Bahia Yacht Club-Long Beach-D,B
Coronado Yacht Club-Coronado-D,B
Dana Point Yacht Club-Dana Point-D,B
Dana West Yacht Club-Dana Point-B
Del Rey Yacht Club-Marina Del Rey-D,B
Huntington Harbor Yacht Club-H.H.-D,B
King Harbor Yacht Club-Redondo-D,B
Lido Isle Yacht Club-Newport-D
Marina Venice Yacht Club-Marina Del Rey-B
Navy Yacht Club Long Beach-Long Beach, B
Pacific Mariners Yacht Club-Marina Del Rey-D,B
Pierpont Bay Yacht Club-Ventura-D,B
Santa Monica WindjammersYacht Club- Marina Del Rey
-D,B
Seal Beach Yacht Club-Long Beach-B
Shoreline Yacht Club-Long Beach-D,B
Silver Gate Yacht Club-San Diego-D,B
Ventura Yacht Club-Ventura-D,B
Generally, any yacht club will welcome LSFYC members
to enjoy and support their cocktail bar and restaurant when
open. Just present your current LSFYC Membership Card,
sign the guest register, get a name tag and pay cash for
drinks (or drink tickets) is the usual requirement.
If you are planning to visit by boat and will need a dock or
slip space for a night or two…please call ahead and make
arrangements to ascertain there will be a spot for you. As a
guest, please observe the rules of the club.
If possible, bring and wear your name tag…and don’t forget
to fly your burgee!
Consult the 2016 SCYA Race Calendar & Yacht Club Directory for locations and phone numbers (copys available at
most YCs). You can also visit the SCYA website:
www.scya.org, click on [YACHT CLUBS] [MEMBER].
CLUBS] for the various websites.
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Quote of the month...
“Twenty years from now you will be more
disappointed by the things that you didn’t do
than by the ones you did do. So throw off
the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails.
Explore. Dream. Discover.”
- Mark Twain
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LSFYC 2015 Holiday Breakfast
Hosted by LSFYC, the LSFYC gift drawing tradition goes like this. Participants bring a wrapped gift, which
goes on the gift table. Each participant draws a number from a hat, which determines the order in which they
may select a gift from the table. When it is their turn, they may either pick a gift from the table, or “steal” a gift
from someone else who already has picked or “stolen” a gift. Gifts may be stolen twice.
There was a lot of stealing going on! Some photos of the event...
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January 2016
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HAPPY NEW
YEAR!
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BOD MEETING
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22 LSFYC
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OFFICER INSTALLATION
6:30 PM

30

More events at www.lsfyc.org, click [Events/Photos]
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Little Ships Fleet Yacht Club
Invites you to attend the

2016 Officer Installation Dinner
and General Membership Meeting

Friday January 22

Mimi’s Cafe
6670 E. Pacific Coast Hwy, Long Beach, 90803

6:30pm for cocktails
Dinner & Ceremony to follow
RSVP Rob Sonz (714-963-5201) sonz_robert@yahoo.com

2016 LSFYC Bridge
OPERATIONS STAFF

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

OTHER CONTACTS

Commodore: Rob Sonz

Junior Staff Comm: Pax Starksen

Membership Chairman: David Haas

Vice Commodore: Dick O’Reilly

Director/Staff Comm: Tom Cornelius

Newsletter: S/C Frank Franco

Fleet Captain: Geoffrey Vanden Heuvel

Director: David Haas

Webmaster: S/C Ben Smith

Port Captain : Larry Finley

Director: Todd Smith

Treasurer: Dick Martin

Director: Robert West
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